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The new flexibility at Key Stage 4 has been taken
up by some 27% of schools in England. The n~w
regulations have been used to benefit 47,526 pupils
(4%) nationally. For many schools awareness of
the new flexibility at Key Stage 4 came too late to
influence curriculum planning for 2001. Even so,
this is a significant proportion of schools that have
taken advantage of this opportunity for flexibility
in this heavily loaded Key Stage.
For the last three years, schools have been able to
disapply aspects of the national curriculum for
work-related learning. Since September 2000,
regulations allow disapplication for two further
purposes:-to allow pupils, making significantly less progress
than their peers, to study fewer national curriculum
subjects; and
-to allow pupils to build on strengths and talents by
exchanging a national curriculum subject for a
further course in a particular curriculum area.
To disapply aspects of the National Curriculum
(through Section 363 regulations), schools and
their governors must satisfy themselves they _ha~e
met the regulations in full, including the cntena
within them. For any one pupil, schools may
disapply up to two National Curriculum subjects.
In order to respond to pupils' individual strengths
and talents, schools are able to allow pupils to
emphasise a particular curriculum area by
exchanging a design and technology and/or mode:11
foreign languages course for further course( s) m
that curriculum area.
Here is the opportunity for Humanities.
QCA data from January 2001 reveals the following
information:
662 schools disapplied pupils for work related
learning. 577 schools disapplied pupils to allow
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consolidation of learning across the curriculum.
409 schools disapplied pupils to enable them to
emphasise in a certain curriculum area. There were
20,904 pupils involved in the emphasis category.
While only 1,069 of these pupils have been
disapplied from both MFL and design and
technology, around eleven and a half thousand have
been disapplied from Design and Technology only,
and around eight and half thousand from MFL only.
The most common emphases are in the arts,
followed by ICT and the humanities. Most schools,
disapplying to emphasise a curriculum area, have
facilitated the emphasis of more than one area for
different students. The mean number of pupils per
school for whom disapplication facilitates a
curriculum emphasis is 51.
From a humanities perspective, this is the first time
in recent years that the curriculum at Key Stage 4
has been sufficiently flexible to allow pupils to
focus their interest, talent and enthusiasm in the
humanities curriculum area and so undertake more
than one GCSE in these subjects.
Further information may be found in Flexibility in
the Secondary Curriculum (QCA, 1999. Ref QCAI
99/477). The DJEE published further general
guidance on disapplication in June 2?00. The
guidance on disapplication through Sect10n 363 of
the Education Act, which is part of the DJEE
guidance, is available on QCA's website
(www.qca.org.uk)
Dee Smith, Humanities Adviser, Wirrall.

Editorial
We are slowly catching up with the backlog of issues
caused by the non-delivery of covers from Parkway
Printers. The banking ombudsman has been approached
to see why a crossed cheque made payable to one firm
can be paid into another firm's account. De~ail~ of the
reply, ifwe receive one, will be in the next editonal.
Plans for the conference are well under way. Humanities
NOW consists of a synopsis of all the high lights of the
conference. Also enclosed with this issue is a complete
programme of events and we trust that many of you will
be coming to Manchester in November. All you need to
do is contact me by email or fax or phone to say you are
coming and I can do the rest as I have all your details.
All I need from you are your name and your two
workshop choices, lB and 2C for example and whether
you are a Saturday delegate or full residential. I will then
send you an invoice.
Due to our publication problems subscription renewal
has been very slow. With the one exception of a new
member joining in January this year everyb~dy else~s
subscription has expired so if you have not paid for this
year now is the time to do so. You will save £15 on your
conference fee so £12.50, the rate it has been since we
started in 1984, is not too much to pay. Again all you
need to do is to contact me and say you wish to renew
your subs and I will do the rest.
Hopefully we will have the next issue out by the time _of
the conference and then we will be back on track with
our publications.
Peter
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First thoughts from Steve Colling
(LEA adviser for Humanities, Blackpool)

September 2000 marked a major revision and
re-launch of the new National Curriculum. Along
with major and minor alterations in content and
style came, for the first time, a rationale and
philosophy upon which the curriculum is founded.
This rationale, plus the plethora of attendant
initiatives, has provided a statutory school
curriculum, which is more far reaching, in terms of
its potential impact and influence, than anything,
which has gone before. Inevitably this has meant
a further reappraisal of what is provided for
children and young people in school and a much
stronger emphasis on whole school issues. A
much stronger emphasis on what we are providing
in order to enable our children to become more
fully human.
Documents, such as "Learning for all: Standards
for racial equality in schools" have not only
paralleled this approach, but also provided the
important key stone of inclusivity which locks
together the curriculum and returns us to the
appropriate focus of an entitlement curriculum for
all children. This publication is not the exclusive
province of the PSHE deputy, the RE co-ordinator
or the SENCO; it is not another initiative amongst
seemingly countless others; it is, in its very
essence, at the core of the school curriculum and in
all the activities which the school provides.
It is not my intention to go through every subject

in the national curriculum at each key stage and
outline how the recommendations in the CRE
document can be supported, but rather to select
three areas of the school curriculum: inclusion,
citizenship and global awareness and demonstrate
how the guidelines and statutory requirements in
these areas can be effectively employed as a
vehicle for delivering the standards for racial
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documentation include the statement that "schools
have an important role to play in increasing mutual
understanding and respect, and appreciation of
cultural diversity.
Most schools have equal
opportunities policies. However, schools do not
always take steps to ensure that these policies are
translated into clear plans of action that are
implemented and systematically reviewed." There is
much that is already published by the DfEE in
support of the school curriculum in terms of
guidance, which will enable schools to fulfil these
requirements particularly in the areas of inclusion,
citizenship and what is most recently published,
global awareness.
The statements presented on inclusion provide
schools immediately with a requirement that the
curriculum should, "promote equal opportunities and
enable pupils to challenge discrimination and
stereotyping", and that it should "develop their
knowledge and understanding of different beliefs
and cultures".
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water and drainage. The governments of the world
are slowly waking up to the fact that proper living
conditions and services are a human right and that, if
cities and their inhabitants are to survive, the
countryside which surrounds them will also have be
kept clean, healthy and with a chance to stay alive
and productive (sustainable).
And of course
governments themselves must listen and be
responsive to what their citizens say. By the same
token, if people are to take on responsibilities as
citizens, they must have the chance to take an active
part in the government of the place where they live.
The Habitat report points firmly in these directions.
If you live in a city, do you think that it really is a
;concentration of energy in a giobai fieid;? For you?
For everybody? What steps do you think your own
local government should take to move it that way?
Sources of information used in the compiling of
these articles and their URLs may be found on the
NfE web Site: www.evacon.demon.co.uk
Rhys Evans
Please let us know if you develop this idea - Peter

And that ........ .
"A flexible approach will be needed to take account
of any gaps in pupils' learning resulting from missed
or interrupted schooling, such as may be experienced
by Travellers, refugees."
In addition ....... .
"When planning, teachers should have high
expectations and provide opportunities for all pupils
to achieve, including ... Travellers, refugees and
asylum seekers, and those from diverse linguistic
backgrounds."
The inclusion statement goes on to recognise that in
order to create, maintain and sustain inclusivity,
teachers should ...... .
Create effective learning environments in which ...

•
•

9th - 11 th November 2001
The Willowbank Hotel
Fallowfield
Manchester

Manchester is an exciting city with a history that
stretches back to Roman times. It is a vibrant place,
a city of rich cultural diversity. It has thriving
museums galleries, theatres, clubs, restaurants and
bars as well as an enormous student population. It
also has excellent facilities including The
Velodrome, The City of Manchester Stadium and
the Manchester Aquatics Centre. The city will host
the Commonwealth Games in the summer of 2002.
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Our conference takes place in the new refurbished
Willowbank Hotel in the heart of Fallowfield, the
major student residential area for Manchester
University ::1m-i VPT)l rln<:P to thP fomnm: 'r11rry milP'.
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learn to appreciate and view positively difference
in others, whether arising from race, sex, ability or
disability.
Pupils learn to take responsibility for their actions

Please make a note in your diary to hear Christine
Counsell and many other excellent speakers.
Further details can be obtained from Peter Walsh.

children and young people to become more fully
human.
The recommendations in the "Learning for All"
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The contribution of all pupils is valued
All pupils can feel secure and are able to
contribute appropriately
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Peter Walsh, 11 Lloyd Street, Crawcrook, Ryton,
Tyne Wear, NE40 4DJ
Fax/Phone: 0191 4132262
Email: peter@j-walsh.freeserve.co.uk

The Struggle for Peace in Northern Ireland.
A Modern World Study
Ben Walsh
Publisher John Murray

The trouble with the modern world study at GCSE
is that there isn't a simple one, so it's important to
have a simple textbook.
Like their "History of Medicine" and "American
West" textbooks, this one on Northern Ireland is
very good, with a lot of varied source materials and
a readable text. The problem is that the Irish
Question is an ongoing study, and it has eluded
some of the best minds of the last two centuries to
find a lasting solution, so it must be complicated or
insoluble. How can you understand the Irish
Problem without an in depth study of its origins and
history? This book does just that, and very well too,
but most schools spend a maximum of half a term
on the modern world study, and you can only dip
into this text in that time span.
The modern world study will have equal weighting
with the local history study in GCSE from 2003 but
will that mean more time for the modern world
study or less time for the local study?
Any textbook on the Irish question must go back to
the start and cover the vicissitudes to give a student
an insight into the issues, which are still being
debated today. "The Struggle for Peace In Northern
Ireland" is as good as any, and better than most, in
doing this, and has a large number of contemporary
photographs which gave an immediacy to the study.
Like all other modern world study textbooks I have
seen, it cannot solve the paradox of explaining a
highly complex and ever changing issue in a brief,
but clear format. We need a textbook for six
weeks', not six months' work.
John Murphy,
Head of History
Pennywell School
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Jerusalem. The movement condemns terror and calls
upon the government of Israel to use wisdom and
restraint in its response." But is not 'wisdom and
restraint' just a slogan as well? And how can the two
peoples now possibly move beyond it?
Universal franchise - if you are over 18
The election in Britain is over and an extremely low
turnout of voters has re-elected the Labour Party into
power. In fact Labour's 'landslide victory' was
gained by less than 25% of the country's over-18
voting population. Meanwhile 16 and 17 year olds
are allowed to work (though not entitled to the adult
minimum wage), go to prison, have sex and get
married, pay income tax, join the army - but not vote.
A briefing from the British Youth Council (BYC)
before the election said: "During the past week how
often have you heard politicians say anything
positive about young people? In election campaigns
young people are only normally talked about in the
context of combating 'yob culture' and being 'tough
on crime'. Could this be because politicians don't
have to worry about offending those that can't vote?"
Of the three main parties, only the Liberal Democrats
want to reduce the voting age to 16. One of the
arguments against this is that people of that age are
not interested in politics, but this may say more
about politics than about young people. The Charter
for Young Citizens, published by the BYC, was
signed by thousands before the election and,
amongst other points, says: "We believe young
people should be entitled to full social and political
rights at the age of sixteen, and accept the
accompanying responsibilities these rights bring",
and: "We believe that young people's views should
be considered in all areas of decision-making". It
would be a challenge to schools to prepare its pupils
for "full political rights" while they were still at
school and have students who were voters. Why do
you think that young people are accused of not being
interested in politics? Do you think the voting age
should be reduced to 16?
Hatred in the Hallways
The US-based human rights organisation Human
Rights Watch has just released a report called:
'Hatred in the Hallways: Discrimination and
Violence Against Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and
Transgender Students in U.S. Public Schools'. It
says that gay teenagers are often bullied so much in
school in the United States that the education they
receive is affected. It also suggests that teachers and
10

other school staff quite often ignore this bullying,
refuse to act on reports of harassment and
sometimes even contribute to the bullying
themselves. It says that not only schools, but local
and national governments as well, need to have
clear policies to prevent the victimisation of people
because they may be gay, lesbian, bisexual or
transgender - what is usually called their sexual
orientation. It compares schools' policy on race to
their policy on sexual orientation. Every state
school has a clear policy, which deals with racial
discrimination, but almost none exist which
mention sexual orientation. In Britain, a comer of
the law states that schools must not be involved in
what it calls 'promoting' gay or lesbian lifestyles,
and this has made schools nervous about
mentioning the subject except in the most general
terms. Most British schools have policies about
bullying, but these usually avoid clearly mentioning
issues like sexual orientation, partly because of the
law and partly because of public and parental
attitudes to this subject. A recent project by The
Guardian newspaper in Britain produced what it
called a 'Children's Manifesto' which amongst many
other points asked for "A Safe School" and "A
Listening School". Are either of these qualities
possible if there are still questions as important as
sexual orientation which are almost forbidden
territory and cause fear and isolation to many young
people?
A World of Cities
Just under half the world's population now lives in
cities and the trend is growing. By 2030 this will
have gone up to 60%. The first report of the United
Nations Centre for Human Settlements, or Habitat,
was published this week. It says that in a world
which is becoming more and more globalised,
brought together by transport, telephone, the
internet and international trade, cities are no longer
separate islands but "concentrations of energy in a
global field". But they are also the places where the
most poverty is to be found, and if our future world
is going to be even more a world of cities, we must
make sure that housing, services and jobs are
available to all the people who live in them, that
centres of culture and education are available to all
and that these large concentrations of people especially women and children - are not so
vulnerable to emergencies and natural disasters.
More than one billion people in the world live in
bad housing and a large number have no access to
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and behaviours both in school and the wider
community
All forms of bullying and harassment, including
racial harassment, are challenged
Pupils are enabled to participate safely in clothing
appropriate to their religious beliefs, particularly in
subjects such as science, design and technology
and PE
Provide equality of opportunity through teaching
approaches
Use appropriate assessment approaches
Set targets for learning
Take specific action to help pupils who are
learning English as an additional language.

One of the most important developments in the area
of "Leaming for All" is probably the Citizenship
Education initiative. Mandatory at Key stage 3 and 4
from September 2002, this area of the curriculum
provides a myriad of opportunities for tackling the
issues raised in the Leaming for All documentation.
There is neither the time nor the remit in this session
to deal with the issues of fitting CE into the already
overburdened curriculum or to tackle some of the
assumptions made about the values promoted directly
or indirectly by the initiative, except to say that in
order to be realistic and relevant Citizenship
Education also needs to take into account the
complex issues surrounding an increasingly
multicultural Britain. Society needs to confront the
consequences of cultural diversity, for alongside
multiculturalism thrives a deep vein of latent racism
as highlighted in "Leaming for all".
Key areas of Citizenship Education which develop
the inclusion agenda are:
Global issues, problems and questions
Human rights, concepts and instruments
Social and moral education
Topical issues and dilemmas.
In a recent survey carried out by Unicef, it was
interesting to note that when LEA personnel,
National Government Officers and personnel in
Higher Education were asked to provide some
indication of the priority which they would give to
specific issues, matters such as "global issues" and
"values other than one's own" scored much higher
than content involving local/national and
international governance. This is again indicative of
the- intended significance given to issues of justice,
3

mutual respect and understanding.
Another area, which should contribute to the
education and citizenship debate, is to be seen in
one of the latest documents to appear from the
DfEE: "Developing a global dimension"
Statutory Orders for CE include the
requirements at KS3 to teach about:

•
•
•

The world as a global community
UK's relations in Europe, Commonwealth and
UN
Wider issues and challenges of global
interdependence and responsibility

Citizenship being a major contributor to
"Leaming for All" should enable some of the
aspects of the global dimension to be delivered:
Three strands in particular. ...

•
•

•

Political literacy strand
Moral and social strand: developing an
understanding of universal issues such as
justice, equity and human rights.
Community strand: pupils understand the
global dimension in their local communities
and how communities around the world are
interdependent.

What remains to be done?
• Teaching methods and styles take account of
the needs of pupils from different ethnic
groups
• Teaching methods encourage positive attitudes
to ethnic difference, cultural diversity and
racial equality.
• Schools need to take active steps to ensure that
resources m all areas of the curriculum are
inclusive
• Resources that promote a greater
understanding of cultural diversity, racial
equality, and the importance of challenging
racism and racial discrimination are used in all
areas of the curriculum.
• Resources are available to meet the specific
needs of pupils from ethnic minority groups
and are used as necessary.
• The school makes full use of the resources
available within its local ethnic minority
communities.
There is of course a great deal to be accomplished
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beyond the school. The Daily Telegraph, in
commending the first international success of
Tiger Woods in April 1997 included these words,
"But will this man, who himself has wondered if
anything is really changing in his predominantly
white game, make a difference. He won in perhaps
the most exclusive and restrictive enclaves of
white America. Until six years ago, the greenjacketed hierarchy of the Augusta National
allowed blacks in only as servants to shine their
shoes and serve the drinks. Even now there are
only two black members.

References

Race is America's never ending quandary, and
while it is crowning its first non-white major
champion, black leaders still preach despair in a
nation where the leading cause of death for young
black men is a bullet, and forty per cent of black
children are raised in poverty."

Thelma Wiltshire's article 'Telling and
Suggesting in the Conway Valley', published in
Humanities TOO, and in 'Teaching History 100'
was enthusiastically received by several Heads of
History as the letters in 'Teaching History 101'
revealed.
Christine Counsell, our keynote speaker for our
November conference in Manchester, made
reference to Thelma's work in her recent address
to the Historical Association AGM day
'Professional Excellence in the Teaching of
History: defining it, developing it, declaring it'.
She used the article as one example of activities
currently being used and debated in the teaching
of evidential understanding. This is a very good
example of the potential for fruitful collaboration
between our two associations.

The "Leaming for All" document is a toolkit,
which enables schools to identify what they
aredoing right and what they need to develop.
There will need to be monitoring of target setting
within the ethnic minority community. Very often
a great deal of data is collected though
unfortunately, very little is done with it! There is
a need to challenge racial stereotyping, to develop
strong mentoring programmes and role models.
There is a need to tackle underachievement with a
need to put strategies in place for dealing with it.
There is further need to look at the ethnicity profile
of the teaching profession and of governing
bodies. The standard must be considered, changes
implemented and a guarantee for a fair future for
all our children.
Complacency in the area of racial awareness is the
greatest weapon in the armoury of those who
would promote the cause of inequality. To
paraphrase that rather hackneyed but biting saying,
"evil will thrive when good men do nothing". A
great deal remains to be done and we have the
wherewithal to ensure that children in our schools
receive, through appropriate management,
teaching, grouping and the prov1s10n of
appropriate resources a quality of education which
enables them to feel happy and secure, regardless
of their backgrounds, and perform to the best of
their abilities ..... there can be no more important
task.
4

"Learning for All" Standards for Racial Equality in
Schools. Commission for Racial Equality 2000, ISBN
185442 223 5, Belmont Press.
"Developing a global dimension in the school curriculum".
DfES publications September 2000 ISBN 1 86192 204 3

Steve Colling, Humanities Adviser, Blackpool LEA

If you would like to obtain a further copy of
Thelma's article, contact the Editor, Humanities
Too, Peter Walsh on Tel No: 0191-413-2262, or
E-mail: peter@j-walsh.freeserve.co.uk
Dee Smith, Secretary, Humanities Association,
Humanities Adviser, Wirrall.

We have been rece1vmg News from
Everywhere via email. They raise many issues that
may just be relevant to your work in school at the time.
Here is a sample.

Secret Services
Most countries of the world have armies and police
forces to protect them and their citizens, a
nearly always backed up by intellf
collect information inside and out
that
may be of use to avoid dan
The information ·
called secret se
information, w
governments or agenci
ge is stric
speaking the stealing of
Originally
secret services were ma
o gather milit
information. They are also
in individual
groups who may be a threa
clanger to the
criminals, drug dealers and o ""i~at:ions involv
illegal immigration or prostitutioi'f
they are
used more and more to gather tr
ommercial
secrets from other countries as wel
system, code-named Echelon, whic
intelligence services of the Unite
es, Britain,
Canada, Australia and New Zealan
ese countries
have worked together in this wa
nee 194 7, and
Echelon itself was probably set
30 years ago.
Because it is secret, much about it is t known, but its
function seems to be to intercept all electronic
communications by satellite, telephone, fax, email or
Internet. It is apparently capable of surveying and
storing virtually all messages sent by individuals or
groups or governments by these means. So it is a total
surveillance system. It is also worldwide and set up in
such a way that messages from one country would not
necessarily be collected in that country, so that no-one
can blame their own secret services for spying on them.
No message, sent in this way, from anybody to
anybody, is confidential. It is said that Echelon can
collect 3 billion messages each day, and though not all
of them are read, there are ways of electronically
scanning them for key words, phrases and names. It is
usually accepted that secrecy is important in questions
of national security, but civil rights organisations are
concerned that Echelon is probably being used for
industrial espionage and that it could well be used to
9

help stop people expressing views which may be
opposed to a national government. Because
Echelon is secret, no parliament or public group
has any control over what it does. Do you think
that state secret intelligence systems are
acceptable? How far should they be allowed to
go in their activities?

Arab Israeli Conflict
Last week 21 Israeli young people were killed by
a Palestinian suicide bomber at a disco in Tel
Aviv.
It was one more milestone on the
bloodstained road leading to - and away from in Palestine/Israel. As the
and language are
t issues is the
within the
e 'islands' inside
eh Israeli citizens have
d:ipg rapidly, with more
·nlhem. They are linked
eavily guarded roads. They
mplicated water and refuse
a sy.,~"''""•'~'--'hildren are bussed backwards
orwards to ~c ~l in Israel every day. The
ements are ti~ if~p iillygal contracts to do
jand and home
ship, transport and
ii.ng contracts.
· g called 'freezing
settlements' is
up as a key to
progress in the peace pro s, b¥1i most people
realise that the slogan has littl~4 meaning. One
side believes that the settlements are there for
keeps and even those who suggest a 'freeze' are
'traitors and collaborators'. The other side,
following the same argument, believes that only
getting rid of the settlements altogether will solve
the problem. The Israeli peace movement, called
Peace Now, has existed for over 20 years and has
a large following within the population. It
believes that a democratic Jewish state must be
"secured without subjecting another people". It
calls for "the recognition of the rights of the
Palestinians to self-determination in their own
state, alongside Israel." In recent weeks, however,
it has seemed as if even Peace Now has grown
tired and fallen back on old slogans. A mass rally
11 V
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was cancelled last week when news of the disco
bombing broke. It expressed "deep sorrow over
the murder of innocent youngsters and postponed
the procession scheduled for that night in
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STUDENT SELF EVALUATION SHEET

TUTOR GROUP:

NAME:

End of Key Stage Aim:

D

I achieved Level

for this assessment.

Assessment title:

•

TEACHER:

----------------

The teacher has asked me to think about working on Targets:

H10 H20 H30 H40 H50 H60 H70 H80 H90 HlO

I have decided to work on Target:

D

O Hll 0

In this assessment I would have reached the target if I had:

!.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
2. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
3. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
In my classwork and next assessment I will:

!.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
2. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
3 . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I have been asked to work on Presentation Target:
To achieve this I will:

D

-----------------

In my next assessment I aim to achieve Level:
8

D

At the British Museum's Cleopatra of
Egypt exhibition you can struggle, shoulder to
sh?ulder with the massed ranks of the public to
ghmpse, through armpits and around heads
.
.
'
antique images of what the great and divine Queen
of Egypt really looked like. Or rather what may or
may not have been an image of a god, or queen,
purporting to be Cleopatra VII, or V, or III, or not
as the case may be. Before long you soon give up
the quest to gaze upon the real image of Cleopatra
and content yourself with images of the myth that
Cleopatra became. These are much more
interesting and tell us much more about the past
and our own obsessions and prejudices than the
fruitless search for the true representation of the
Queen of Egypt. The exotic and mythical land of
the Nile may seem to be a long way from your
Monday morning humanities lesson but it may say
something about what we feel about the
humanities subjects. Does it really matter what
history and geography really are? Should we care
about their unique structures of knowledge what
makes history, history and geography, geography?
After all what is really important is what we do
with them and how we use them. In any case the
subjects our curriculum has inherited are not just a
matter of the logical ordering of different and
unique forms of knowledge, they are the result of
a social process, battles between powerful interest
groups, the product of political action. So who
cares about what history and geography really are.
!n anY_ case subjects do not have their own lasting
mtegnty, they are not monolithic. There are
different versions of subjects in conflict with each
other ready to promote different versions of what
may be geography or history. So does it matter
what Cleopata really looked like or what may be
the essential irreducible characteristics of
geography? All that matters is how they are used
to provide usable myths and lessons that work.
We may be content to let questions about the
unique structures of the subjects we teach lie with
the. true image of the Queen of Egypt, in the
sediment of the Nile, if it wasn't for the impact of
events and changes which force us to re-examine
the nature of what we think we are teaching about
5

and the purpose and uniqueness of humanities
subjects. Such a challenge is about to impact on
the teaching of key stage 3 humanities subjects.
The challenge comes in the way humanities
subj~cts will be seen as vehicles for the delivery
of hteracy and numeracy and thinking skills
objectives as part of the key stage 3 strategy and
in their potential for the delivery of the
Citizenship programme of study. The focus of
subject innovation and change will be located
firmly outside the humanities subjects. As we
respond to the growing demands of these
initiatives we may run the risk of losing control
over our own agendas. History and geography
may become curriculum slots for the delivery of
a growing number of initiatives. We may still
feel that we are able to deliver lessons that 'work'
but what then happens to history and geography?
Do we lose the uniqueness of these subjects?
What happens to those key elements that make
history, history and geography, geography? If the
distinctiveness of these subjects is lost then so is
their claim for a place in the curriculum.
These are real concerns if our response to
externally directed change is simply to bolt these
extras on to our subjects. If we try to deliver
what v:e consider to be history and geography
alongside an ever increasing agenda of additional
curriculum initiatives we run the risk of losing
our sense of purpose and control. The alternative
is to revisit what we may consider to be the
unique structures of our subjects and consider
what literacy, numeracy, thinking skills and
citizenship mean in relationship to those forms of
kn~wledge that constitute history and geography.
This is an exciting endeavour and an urgent one.
It is a discussion which needs to be had without
retreating into narrow defensive definitions of our
subj~cts and one which is not afraid to challenge
~ommant definitions and methodologies of
hteracy, numeracy, thinking skills and
citizenship. It is a discussion that needs, above
all, to consider the aims and purposes of the
humanities subjects.
The teaching methodologies that have developed
from the key stage 3 literacy and teaching and
learning strategies show remarkable similarities.
When we consider the thinking skills that are
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implicit, within a relevant version of citizenship, we
see convergence with some of the key features of key
stage 3 strategies. History teaching has been
transformed by the approaches Christine Counsell
has been so instrumental in developing to focus on
the development ofliteracy. Geography teaching has
been deeply influenced by approaches to thinking
skills. The time is surely ripe for a discussion, which
revisits what we consider to be unique about our
subjects, and considers and reviews this in relation to
the imminent new agenda.
Cleopatra's real image may be unknowable and
every new generation may reinvent her to suit its own
purposes but the only enduring truth about the Queen
of the Nile lies in the way new myths spur us to
interrogate the evidence of her past. The uniqueness
of history and geography should reveal themselves
when we are encouraged to review them in the light
of current imperatives.
Dave Walker, Chair, Humanities Association,
Humanities Inspector, Solihull

The first part of this article was published in the
Autumn 2000 edition of Humanities TOO (Issue 11).
The intention was to present one example of how
target marking can be designed and implemented for
Humanities. In this follow up article the intention is
to discuss how this system of marking has further
developed and evolved during this academic year.
As educators it is our responsibility to ensure that the
experiences of all young people in our care are
motivating, challenging, vigorous and inspiring. We
must create a culture in which all will achieve their
full potential. To do this both the teacher and the
learner must be aware of where the student is 'at' and
where they are aiming for. Further to this, it is
essential that both the teacher and learner have an
understanding of 'how to get there'. This can be very
challenging, students often know what they are
aiming for but find it very difficult to develop
strategies that will enable them to make the journey
towards their goal. How does this fit with target
marking? Target marking identifies overview areas
that the student needs to work on to improve their
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work in general terms. We found that the students
acknowledged and understood what needed to be
improved but were unable to translate this into
something they could actually do in the next piece
of work.

Strategies to Achieve Targets
In response to this identified need we took each
target and brainstormed strategies that students
could use to enable them to achieve their target.
After much discussion it was decided that the best
way of presenting these strategies would be as a
series of checklist questions that students could ask
of themselves before submitting work.
The
Strategies have been produced as A3 laminated
posters displayed in several places in each
classroom.
Student Self-Evaluation
The logical step from here was to devise a new
self-evaluation sheet that would draw together
assessment, target marking and strategies to achieve
targets. By working through the self-evaluation
students are required to reflect on work completed
and to begin to think about and plan for
improvement. Students are set a homework task to
discuss and negotiate their targets with parents/
carers.
The Key stage 3 Targets, Strategies to Achieve
Targets and Student Self Evaluation sheet are all
presented here. If used or adapted in any way please
forward a copy to:
Humanities Faculty
Eastbourne Technology College
Hampden Park
Eastbourne
East Sussex
BN22 9RQ
HI

H9
HIO

Use more facts and examples to back up your ideas
Say WHY that is the answer
Use more words from your glossary and word banks
Try to put together information from different places in
your answer
Do more research
Say WHY you have chosen that piece of information
Explain how reliable/useful the sources are
Use quotes in your answer
Complete diagrams, maps and graphs accurately
Give both sides of the argument

HI!

Make sure that you answer the question set

HI2

Keep up the good wprk!

H2
H3

H4
H5
H6
H7
H8
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Strategies to Achieve Targets in Humanities
H7
Did you try to answer the following questions?
Was the author biased?
Is it from the time of the event?
Is the information up to date?
Has the information been tampered with?
Are there bits missing from the information?
Can the information be backed up from other
sources?

Hl
Did you make lists of useful facts and examples
before starting to write up?
Did you use statistics or data in your answer?
Did you research information at the planning stage?
Did you read through the work in your exercise
book on this unit before starting the assessment?
H2
Did you look for opportunities to use the word
'because'?
Have you tried to imagine that the person marking
your work has little understanding of the topic?
Did you state the obvious?

H8
Did you check your work to see that you had used
speech marks?
Did you look for statements made by key people on
the subject?
Did you highlight short statements that you wanted
to use in your assessment?

H3
Have you kept your glossary up to date?
Did you check your glossary before starting the
assessment?
Did you try listing words and ticking them off as
you used them?
Did you use a dictionary?
Did you try to impress us with your use of
language?
Have you thought of using a word that you have
never used before?

H9
Did you have the right equipment to complete the
tasks?
Did you check your scale and that you had labelled
the axis and added titles?
Did you use colour where appropriate?
Did you look at your diagram and check that you
understood it?
HlO
Have you included what a number of different
people would say about that matter?
Did you use the headings for and against?
Was your answer just your opinion?

H4
Did you use your own words to write up and avoid
direct copying?
Did you select the information that you were going
to use before commencing the write up?
Have you tried highlighting/underlining the
important information from print outs and
photocopies?

Hll
Did you attempt every part of the question?
Did you read through your work to make sure that it
answered the question?
Did you look at the question regularly?
Did you identify and underline the "command"
word?

H5
Did you use a range of the following:
exercise book
textbook
INTERNET
Television, newspapers, and magazines?

The student Evaluation Sheet follows on the next
page

H6
Were you able to read and understand the sources?
Did you ask your teacher for advice?
Did you ask people other than your teacher for
suggestions?

Mariea Christodoulou
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